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Abstract
“Emergence refers to revealing, appearing, or ‘making visible’ an event, object, or the outcome of a process. In an
art context, emergence also encompasses novelty, surprise, spontaneity, agency, even creativity itself.”
Art, Emergence, and the Computational Sublime
Jon McCormack and Alan Dorin
The combination of science and technology enable us to
visualize and understand forms not available to the naked
eye. As a visual designer I personally seek to rationalize
and classify those forms and make them understandable.
The impetus for this project comes from a desire to explore the creation of emergent forms and gain a deeper
understanding of systems based on natural phenomena.
It is role of the designer and artist to rationalise and
recontextualize these seeming abstract forms into something meaningful and useful.
My interest is in large flocks of animals where the resulting swarm can resemble one emergent but solid shape.
However there is a difficulty with making sense of this
form because it is constantly in a state of flux and it is
not possible to grasp its dimensions with the naked eye.
Now that we can simulate flocking behavior with some accuracy using computers it becomes possible to model and
study the emergent behaviors that occur in this system.
The ability to control the variables with the precision of a
computer allows for the and creation of a static form that
can be observed, parametrized and understood.

My question: What are the emergent visual forms created by swarms and can these forms be predicted through
a controlled visual study?
The initial complete state of the first phase is a
comparative analysis of form responding to simple changes in one discrete parameter at a time. The end goal is to
learn enough about the parameters and variables in the
system to be able to replicate these forms using naturally
occurring agents.

Concept / Topic
This is an attempt, in the words of James Gleick, to map
“the morphology of the amorphous” -- “to give a shape to
that which seems to be inherently shapeless, to stare the
messiness of life in the eye.”

Kelly says, “More is different.” when it comes to emergence & complexity.

The first way I engage with this idea is to develop the
taxonomy of forms through testing swarm behavior and
These complex systems defy prediction in principle due to patterns with only a simple set of variables in the equasensitive dependence on initial conditions. However, there tion. This is done in Processing and uses a very simple
is order in chaos when observed from the vantage point of simulation. The variables are reduced in this simulation
universal behaviors and geometric structure, allowing for
to allow me to separately study the effects of one variable
for a different sort of predicability.
at a time. The final outcome of this phase is a printed
collection of images created from the experiment and also
The collective behavior of the swarm creates what is
the interactive program used to create the images themcalled a superorganism, which is an organism consisting
selves.
of many organisms. My concept is to model swarm behavior with an attempt to create a taxonomy of repeatable The second phase is to iterate the simulation in 3D and
form derived from static variables and known parameters. create a comparative study of forms by playing with the
rules that create each emergent form. Swarms in the
My method is to reduce the variables in the equation
second phase are modeled after specific species and can
down to the bare minimum as a way to gain a basic unalso be programmed to exhibit behaviors tied to resource
derstanding of the system while keeping the number of
gathering, predator avoidance, or species specific swarmagents involved in the system as high as possible. This
ing behavior.
reduction of variables allow for testing with measurable
results derived from specific and focused inquiries.
The 3rd and final step is to create an interactive product that reacts dynamically to user stimulus. The user is
The current 2D mapping that I am tracks 100,000 points
presented with a solid discernible form created by static
in a simple vecotor space. Using a high number of agents variables. When the user interacts with the system ranin the system creates an amplification of the geometries
domly it becomes ‘disturbed’ and changes into a non-disand allows for highly visible forms to emerge. As Kevin
ernible pattern. In contrast the user is also presented with

instructions on how to replicate the static state so they
too can generate a repeatable and rational form.
Thinking even further down the road; if it is possible to
stabilize these systems, it would be most interesting to
get a ‘live’ system (birds, insects, etc) to exhibit this behavior.

Context & Precedence
screenshot from ‘Boids’ - Craig Reynolds (1986)

“Generative art usually involves poeisis, which suggests
that it should reveal the world in ways that nature can’t –
hence technology seems a possible, but not necessarily
unique, vehicle to achieve this aim.”
- McCormack & Dorin

as Reynolds himself lists on his website, they’ve been
used in Computer Animation, Robotics, Interactive Graphics, VR, Games, Robotics, Aerospace, Education, AI, Art,
Biology, Physics, Emergent behavior, search optimization
& visualization techniques.

The study of complexity is a vast arena and touches on
almost all aspects of our universe from large to small. It
Effects behaviors ranging from from evolution, to pidgeon
flocking, to the fluxuations in the stock market.

The most recent and relevant example to this project I
found is from 2010 where Corrie Van Sice at NYU created
a 3D printed sculpture by simulating the movement of a
flock over time in a digital environment. Her impetus for
the project is: “I am interested in using the algorithm as
a tool for generating form, as if it were a brush or blade
leaving traces of itself on an object”

The most famous example of complexity is the “butterfly
effect”, a term coined by Edward Lorenz in 1972. The
flapping wing represents a small change in the initial
condition of the system, which causes a chain of events
leading to large-scale phenomena.
Any computer modeling done in this project will have a
shared lineage with Craig Reynolds original brilliant program entitled ‘Boids’ In 1986 Reynolds devised the boidsalgorithm, based on a model of the interactions in flocks,
herds or schools of animals. The magic of the boids algorithm is that complex overall patterns emerge from simple
rules describing their interactions.

There is a long history of art and science collaborating
to create new forms enabled by new technology. A great
example is biologist/artist Ernst Haeckel in the 1800’s;
who’s study of microscopic radiolarian forms was used as
inspiration and sometimes almost exact reproduction by
the designer Rene Binet who developed these forms into
designs who’s application ranged from patterns to architecture.

Ernst Haeckel (1860’s)

There have been many other computational models of
group motion/ swarm behavior created since 1986, and
Corrie Van Sice (2010)

Proposal

( Phase I - Simple 2D Modeling )

- Begin with basic modeling of a superorganism in Processing. (complete)
- This is a technical exercise and is done to understand what kind of parameters to take into consideration when moving forward.
- Create a set of comparative tests to explore what types of input will create a recognizable taxonomy of emergent patterns and forms. (final output of current phase)
- For the UCLA exhibition this will be a comparative study of the visual forms bound into a small book.
The text will include an explanatory forward about complexity, swarms and the details of this project.

Proposal

( Phase II - Complex, Species Specific 3D Modeling)

- Model in 3D
- Develop the parameters for a number of simulations according to species specific behavior, i.e. flocking (birds), schoaling (fish), herding (quadrupeds), bloom (algae).
- Iterate on the forms further by introducing new variables such as predators & food sources behavior to achieve a wide variety of results.
- Similar to the 2D simulation, apply reduced/controlled variable tests to see what creates repeatable patterns (this is an experiment to see if it’s possible to create discrete and
recognizable patterns in nature by running a simulation.)

Proposal

( Phase III - Interactive Experience )

- Make it an interactive projection. Part of the beauty of the swarm behavior is the dynamic shape in motion
- For the installation the swarm is set by default to a static state. It then reacts to people’s ‘random’ interaction.
- Ultimately, if the simulation works to create visually discernible patterns I would propose using live insects/animals/agents to attempt a ‘live model’.

Conclusion
After spending a lot of time looking and experimenting
with the simple swarm simulation Controlling the out a
few parameters that gave way to repeatable visual forms.
These forms were recorded and the document of this process can be framed as a data visualization about swarm
behavior and complexity.
Phase two will further explore the subject by simulating
a superorganism that could appear in nature. Accurate
modeling enriches the study and will provide me even
more information about swarm behavior and how to create scenarios for predictable and repeatable behavior
leading to another taxonomy of form.
In the installation phase an audience is invited to experience this new form in order to better understand the phenomena of emergence,complexity and swarm behavior.
It introduces people to the ideas of swarm intelligence,
super organisms, and emergence. The superorganism
emerges from a simple set of rules. It is a form created
by interactions between agents and has no central consciousness of it’s own, yet the intelligence is visible. The
swarm reacts quickly to stimulus and can problem solve.
The viewer is confronted with the paradox of an organism
who’s intelligence is clearly visible but not centralized and
a visual form that is never static or exactly repeating.

Concluding thoughts and questions:
The superorganism created by swarm behavior is inherently contained in every agent of that system; but the behavior does not emerge until there are enough agents present
to ‘activate’ the swarming behavior. Taking a larger view
of the project and it’s place within art, it can best be seen
as an inquiry and reflection on the complexity that gives
rise not only to form but to any intelligence at all. It begs
reflection and the question as to what emerges from the
collective complex behavior of humans that we are not
even aware of? What unknown forces give rise to the complex but decentralized intelligence of life? With systems as
complex as swarm behavior it’s difficult to know where to
start. I begin with an exploration of visual forms to understand the clues.
By modeling these forms we can understand them. By
making them interactive we can learn even more. This
project takes a small step towards making the unknowable
and invisible into something that can be seen, understood
and hopefully some day quantified.
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Interactive Prototype 1
Interactive modeling prototype created in Processing.
Uses simple linear vector calculations to move a swarm of points towards a fixed attraction point.
ONLINE: http://www.openprocessing.org/visuals/?visualID=47860
DOWNLOAD applet at: http://www.jeremyryanpeterson.com/PUB_DROP/AmorphousMorphology.zip
CONTROLS (move attraction point): ‘A’ key (move left on x axis), ‘B’ key (move right on x axis), CLICK mouse to attract to mouse location

Prototype

STUDY PROTOTYPE 1

A . - Ev en di s t r i bui t i on of poi nt s w i t h i n a s quar e
- At t r act i on poi nt cent er ed.

variable: none, {Control element}

B . - Ev en di s t r i bui t i on of poi nt s w i t h i n a r ect angl e

METHOD:

- Attraction point centered.
variable: Width / 2

C . - Ev en di s t r i bui t i on of poi nt s w i t h i n a r ect angl e

Parameterization of the rule space and
the mapping between parameter space and the resulting
global structure formed by the agents.

- At t r act i on poi nt cent er ed
variable: Width x 2

Parameters:
Changing the initial starting configuration (as a function of
distance)

A.

B.

C.

FOCUS:

G L O B A L PA R A M E T E R S :

CLASS:

Initial distribuition
ef fects

100,000 agents
speed = 0.15
velocity= 9
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Prototype

STUDY PROTOTYPE 2

A . - Ev en di s t r i bui t i on of poi nt s w i t h i n a s quar e
- At t r act i on poi nt cent er ed.

variable: none, {Control element}

B . - Ev en di s t r i bui t i on of poi nt s w i t h i n a r ect angl e

METHOD:

- At t r act i on poi nt m ov ed on x ax i s
variable: x + 150

C . - Ev en di s t r i bui t i on of poi nt s w i t h i n a r ect angl e

Parameterization of the rule space and
the mapping between parameter space and the resulting
global structure formed by the agents.

- At t r act i on poi nt m ov ed on x & y ax i s
variable: x + 150, y + 133

Parameters:
Changing the attraction point.

A.

B.

FOCUS:

G L O B A L PA R A M E T E R S :

CLASS:

Attraction point
ef fects

100,000 agents
speed = 0.15
velocity= 9
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